-The wave number, the distributioni of current, and the admittance of a horizontal wire antenna over a homogeneous isotropic half -space are deterined when the complex wave number characteristic of the half -space is large in magnitude compared with the real wave number of the air. The axial electric field at the surface of the half-space is described. The properties of the antenna are obtained from those of the eccentrically insulated dipole in a general medium in the limit as the radius of the insulation is increased withou When the half-space below the center-driven dipole is not perfectly conducting but consists of a material like the earth, the sea or a fresh water lake, conduction or .elerization currents or both of these may be induced.
However, they are not confined to a thin surface layer but penetrate more or leas deeply into the medium. Their effect on the current in the antenna and their contribution to the electrcmagnetic field are not easily determined.
In the treatment of antennas parallel to the earth it has been co non prac-9 tice to assume the distribution of current to be known and to be substantially that for the same antennas when isolated (1] . This implicitly also takes for granted that the wave number for the current on the highly conducting antenna is the same as that for the isolated antenna, which is the free-space wave number k 0 = wlc where c is the velocity of lipit. Perhaps the most im- for the wave number in terms of an unevaluatid integral.
REVIEW OP SOLUTION FOR CURRENT IN ECCENTRICALLY INSMLATED ANTENNAS
In a recent papef [8] a new solution was derived for the current in and the admittance of a center-driven insulated dipole when immersed in an ambient medium with a characteristic complex wave number much greater in magnitude than that of the insulating material. This theory was verified by very extensive measurements of distributions of current and charge along airinsulated antennas immersed in a large lake [9] . The theory of the insulated antenna has now been generalized to include eccentric insulators 
FIG. 2 CROSS SECTION OF ECCENTRICALLY INSULATED ANTENNA -5-
Subject to these conditions the distribution of current along the eccentrically insulated dipole of half length h is V sin kLh-I zJ}
where a time dependence exp(-iwt) has been assumed and
The complex wave impedance of region 2 is 42 = (O/ 2 In the last ex-
This locates an infinitely thin wire as shown in Fig, 2 .
The driving-point admittance is 
FIG. 3 TWO OPEN-ENDED SECTIONS OF LINE EACH OF LENGTH h IN SERIES WITH TWO GENERATORS WITH EMF's
Voe/2.
-7-.
THE COMPLEX WAVE NUMIBER FOR THE ANTENNA NEAR A PLANE EARTH
The wave number for the antenna eccentrically placed in a circular cylinder of radius b is given by (4) . In order to obtain its value in the limit of A0 is more difficult. As a first step, note that with (7)
so thct (6) becomes
or, in a form more convenient for later use,
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It is not permissible to take the limit bbefore the evaluation of the F ~ sum, since this involves m -®. This means that the familiar asymptotic forms for the Hankel functions ol large argument cannot be used for m > lk 4 bi since they are derived on the assumption that the order is small compared to L the argument. They have been used for orders 0 and 1. What is required is an expression for the I1ankel functions that is valid for both large orders M and large arguments. Such a form may be obtained with the recurrence rela-
which yields
• (I)()1() 
In each of these expressions the first term is neglected in the final form since it is small when the inequalities on the left are considered. The substitution of these results in (14) yields: 
The sums in this expression can be converted into integrals with the substi-
With these substitutions, (21) is approximated by:
where A 2k4d. This expression can be rearranged as follows:
Vl -x2 eA dx The substitution of (9) and (27) into (4) gives 
With the complex wave number kL determined, the characteristic impedance is obtained from (3) with (9) and (28). Thus,
The distribution of current along the antenna is given by (2), the drivingpoint admittance by (8) , with kL and Zc defined in (28) and (30).
The effective line constants per unit length are readily evaluated since Sand zL/YL Thus,
so th2t with biL a A cLO 
With (28) and k 2 • 2 wL1, :2i2
S4(36)
Thus, the antenna over a half-space characterized by 1k 4 
At L 0, (A-17) gives:
This is the axial field at the boundary surface along the normal projection of the antenna as shown in Fig. 4 .
Since these expressions are not particularly transparent, it is advantageous to examine them i. certain limiting cases. ii-14-
AMBIENT MEDIUM ( 
SI Ez(d, L) is obtained with (A-27
It is interesting to compare this expression with the Incident field generated by the current in the wire if this is treated as a line source. It is
Sufficiently near the antenna where k2(L 2 + d 2 ) << 1, the small-argument form of the Hankel function is a satisfactory approximation. This gives:
The total field E z(dL) at the boundary as given in (53) can be expressed as the sum of the incident field plus the field scattered from the matter-filled half-space. With (53) and (55) it is
This formula indicates that at least within the range of the conditions Ik41 2 >> k 2 12 and jk 4 dj << 1, the contribution of the currents and charges in the matter-filled half-space to E z(d,L) on its surface is the scattered field seat iWUI F 4 1
This field cannot be interpretted as being due to an imaga current in an image antenna at a distance 2d from the antenna since it is independent of d. 0.09, the ratio of the scattered to the incident field is:
nTe ratio of the total field to the incident field is: This expression can be rearranged as follows:
Here the first integral is:
S-
A2 _ 2 f 0xe-x cos Bx dx A2 B2
(A +B)
With the substitution x -cosh 8, the fourth integral is evaluated as folloi, 
